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Ext,6nsive' sedimentolQgical investigations have .been carried. outOJ;l the beach of the island of
Norderney in order to obtain more information about the erosional and depositional processes in
the nearshore ,zone. The study of the hydraulic properties of different sediment particles such as
quartz and heavy mineral associations ~a function of density and grain size promotes the
understanding of the dynamic beach processes. The erosional behaviour of beach sediments is main-
ly controlled by the critica1 thr~sholdstress and dep~nds mainly,on grain density and9nlyto a
lesser extent on gr~in size. The deposition, by contrast, is mainly controlled by the settling velocitY
of the particles, i.e. a combinatiollofgrain size, grain shape and density. Heavy mineral sands and,
other sedime,nt particles wii:h a higher density have a higher critical threshold stress than quartz
sands. The former are thus more resistant against erosional proceSSes. As such, heavy mineral sands
",ould bea suitable fill material for extending the longevity of artificially replenished beaches.
Larger grain sizes, by contrast, have a much lower infl\\ellce on the longevity of artificial beaches
than hitherto assumed because grain size alone ,?S foundtohave a subordinate influence, on the
thresh"ld stress. '

IntrQduction

Transport processes in the nearshore ~one ire a mani.
festation o.f the, complex interactions between variable
hydrodynamic forces, beach configuration and' sediments.

The sandy" beaches of the barrier-islands. along' the
southern North Sea shoreline of German'}" and the Nether-
lands (Fig. 1) are mainlycompo.sed of quartz sands. Locally
important accessory c.omponentsareheavy minerals and
shell fragments. ,

Heavy minerals concentrate.in beach sands, in, the
course of physical sorting processes. because of their higher
density (>2.89 g/ cm3). Such local placers were of econo~
mica! interest in the past as sources. for rare ores. Already
MEYN (1876) mentioned heavy mineral concentrates frc;>m
the North Frisian island ,of Sylt, Placers were also

\ .

described from the inhabited island of Trischen (WETZEL
1924), from the East Frisian isla9d of Wangerooge
(TRUSHEIM1935) ,and from the West Frisian'island" of
Terschelllng in the Netherlands (VANDEN SLEEN 1912).
LUDWIG,& FIGGIO(1979) give a detailed description of heavy
mineral placers in the German Bight. '

The, settling velocity is amoi'e useful parameter in the
assessment o.f the transport behaviour of sediment particles
in Water than grain'sizea!one because sediment grains with
an identical size can have quite different hydraulic proper~
.ties because

""

of ,different densities andlor grain,shapes.
Data on the settling velocity of quartz and heavy minerals

'are, for. example, publish~d, in VON ENGELHARDT(1937),
SLINGERLAND (1977),:H:AND (1967), b1,1.tthese areof1imited ,

Author's Address: Dr. VOLKER EITNER, Nieders~chsisches Landesamt fiir 6kologie, Forschungsstelle Kiiste, An der Miihle 5, D-26548
Norderney, Ge~rnanr. -Present address: DIN Deutsches Institut fUr Normung, D-l0772 Berlin:, ,Germany. '
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. use in the .case of Norderney because they span significant-
. ly different grain 'size ranges than those found on the

beaches of the East Frisian Islands.
I1'lthe study area heavyrninerals mainly con~entr3,te in

the finer s.ieve fractions (Fig. 2). As a result the relati,;,e
heavy mineral content of individual. sieve fractions in~
creases with deceasing grain diameter. This is mainly due
to' the fact that heavy minerals havel diHerenthvdraulic
properties than .larger and lighter minerals such as quartz
(RITTENHOUSE1943; McINTYRE.1959). The .heaviestmine"

rals concentrate in the finest grain ~ize fraction, and the
slightly lighter minerals in the next coarser fracti()n (WI.YL
1937). Becau,se the mainpl.irposeofthestudies:was to in-.
vestig~te the physical processes' i~ the .ntarshore zone,
hydraulic properties pf heavy minetals had.w be determin-
ed by measuring their settling velocities. .

A separate field experiment was thus designed to in-,
vestigate the .role of sedimentdistribl.ition and properties
on these dynamic beach proceSSes specifically fowsing on
settling velocjties of. heavy minerals. ,

Study Site

Sediment sampling was. conducted in the, nearshore
zone of a mixed-energy, tide domina,tedbeach on the island'
of Norderney, Germany (Fig. I).The mean intertidal slope
approximated 0.02. The sediments generally comprise well-
.sorted sand with a mean grain size of 0.2mm (EITNERet
at 1992; EITNER 1993; EITNER &.RAGt:TZKI 1994).

. M~tHOds

The sediment samples were desalted beiore so.il physical
analyses. Grain size distributions ."'--eredetermined by dry
sieving at 1 /4 phi intervals.

.

Many heavy mineralshav( magnetic properties, sO,that
they can be separated bya magnet, e.g. using a Franz
Magnetic Separator as in this stUdy. Although t.his method
extraqs heavy min.erals from the sediment lesseHiciently
than separatihn bX heavy liquids because not all heavy'
minerals are magnetic,' its application .facilitates .the
analysis oi large numbers of samples. .

The Frantz ~1agnetic Separator splits heavy minerals
from sediment accQrding ro their magnetic susceptibilities
by anadj~stable magnetic field (McANDREW 1957). lathe
present stUdy the iorce oi tne !l1agnetic iield measured in
Amper~s was increased in thtee steps, corresponding to the
0.4 A, 0.8 A anc.l1.2 A levels respectively. The, OCCl.irrence. oi heavy min.,eral associati~ns in the individual Ampere-
iractions, as observed in the beach sediments ofNorderney
Island, is summarized in Tab. 1. Although the minerals
ofthCfse Ampere-fractions l1ave different densities: It is
possible to assign a mean density w each heavy Inil1eral'
association. Thus, the 0.,4 A-fraction contains minerals -
especially garnets.;... with a mean density of 4.0 glem3,
the 0.8 A-fraction minerals with a mean density of.

The hydrodynamic .conditions in the area. around
'N o'rdernet are ,cqnrrolled by waves and tidal ~urrents. Both'
are responsible fbr the typical appearance of the EMt and
West Frisian coastline with ,its barrierislands. Norderney
has a mean, tidal range of approx: 2.4 m (mesotidal). The
annual mean significant wave height variesfJ;'o.m 0.7.;...
1.0 m (NIEMEYER 1992).

3.5 g/ cm3and the 1.2 A-fractionl w~th .a mean density of
3.0 g/ cm 3. In comparison, quartZ' grains have a det;lsity of

? 65
'

/ .
,3

ca.'-. ..'
g ,em .

. . .'.
The settling velocities were, measured ina .ca. 1.5 m,long

plexiglass tube with 'a diameter of 30cm: The water
temperature was 21:>C. The velocities of iJ;ldividual grains
from different size fractions were determined by a stop-
watcn. Ten to fifty grains per fraction, depending on the
grain size, were used for each test. .Thesmall number 6f
grains facilitated an almost undisturbed settlip.g o.f each
grain. The influenc~ of other grains by collisions. was in-
significant. The results plotted in ,the diagrams are thus
mean settling velocities. The reproducibility of the settling
results'were also r,ested. The vadation..Qf the mean settling
results was small, less than 0.1 cm/s..The s4-ape factor of
sediment grains is.an importartt panimeter in their settling.
behavior. In the present the shape of the grains which are
well-rounqed is ql.iite homogeneous. .

Box' cores were' taken. to inyestigate sorting and. selec-
tion processes on the be.ach.,Afterdryirtg, the s.ediments in
the box. co.res were stabilized by paraffin. 'By this method
characteristicbec\ding structures can .be docu~ented. 'The
paraifin~as subsequently dissolved in hot water wallow
agraiil$ize analysis of each characteristiclayer (c~.Fig. .3).

, .

Review of Research. on
.
Heavy Mineral Transport Processes

The distribution and genesis of heavy mineral deposits
on beaches have been the subject of s~veral studies over the
last few decades. MARTENS(1928, 1934) assumed that heavy
minerals mainly concenw.ted on the upper partot the

beach. ,The cut and fill processes on beaches expose heavy
mineral lag deposits du,ring periods of erosion.. These are
subsequently buried .by lighter quartz grains and sheLl
debris in the course of beach accretion~ This is. a con-



tinuousprocess which is accentuate,d during storms when
beaches can beclit back several metres beyond the normal
high-water mark, especially during springitides.' where

"
is the threshold stress, ps i.sthe sediment density,

RUBEY (1933) developed the ~oncept that heavy p i$ the water >derisity, g is the gravitational.acceleration,
minerals enrich due to higher settling velocities than the d is

"
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bulk beach material.

Accotding.to VaN ENGELHARDT(1937), two forces are .: the pivoting angle. A derivation of equatioh (1) is given by
RA1.JDKIVI(1976). Based on the experiments) of Miller and"

responsible for the development of heavy mineral placers: BYRNE(1966) and Lr &. KOMAR(1'986), the pivoting' angle.surf action along the beach and wind action ori the beach
b d

.
d

d
.

. <1>can e etermine b, y: .
an especially in adjacent dunes (vaN BuLOW 1929). .sand
is transported by wa.ve swash to the seaward slope of a
berm. There the. sediment is .selectively sorted by wave
action and isdeposit(~d on the berm. This' sorting process
is controlled 1:>ythe settling velocjty of the sand grains
'such that the grains with the highest settling velocities are
depositeq at the m:.ost.seaward position. The' higher the
settling velocity the more seaward this poillt is situated.

RASMUSSEN(1941) also explained the higher percentage
of heavy minerals 011the upper ,beach with their higher
density and hence also a higher settling velocity. The or-
bitalvelodty of incident waves increases. with decreasing
water depth. As a result, suspendeq sediments comprising
particles of different densities will undergo gravity sorting
along the energy gradient. Since the velocity of the rerum
£Jaw is smaller due to frictional energy losses, the batk",'ash
can only move particles with lower settling velocities at an)'
particular position on the beach. ' I

The ellrichment of well-sorted heavy mine'ralsands
seems to be ,an iJ;11portant feature of beach erosion and
regression (RAo1957; KOMAR& WANG1983; KOMAR1989;
FRIRY & KOMAR 1991).

Other investigations, however; demonstrated that light
and heavy miner~ls that were deposited tOgether rarely

,have the same settling velocity (RrTTENHouSE 1943; HA:-.iD
1967; LOWRIGHTet at 1972). In more recent studies the
selective entrainmem and the differential transport ofIight
and heavy minerals due to density and grain size diffe-
rences have 'beeh investigated by SLINGERLAND(1977,
1984), KOMAR& WANG(1984), TRASK& HAND (1985). it
was shown that the sedimehtsare sorted by selective en-
trainmentalld that the .minera.ls are s~parated depending
on grain size and density. During transponatioJfthe in-
dividual partidesare then moved in varying speeds,
thereby promoting further separat~onand seleCtion in. the
course of deposition at different sites. "

. j

SLINGERLAND(1977) and'KoMAR & WANG(1984) deve-
loped an empirical equation/by which th~ selective entrain-
ment of sediment grains can be calculated:

176

The results of the studies on. the beach of N orderney
cor1firmthat heavy minerals mainly enrich 011the upper
beach during higher tidesand strong~:renergyiiiputs. Box
cores from the <Norderneybeach show welL developed
heavy mineral layers above backshore dep9sits (Fig. 3).
These heavy mineral layers are not cominuousalongshore,
but form irregular patches of various extent that have the,
shape of. extremely flat lenses.

The box c~re lA-l illustrates the occurrence of 'two
characteristic zones withvari~ble structure~ commonly

, observed. The upper, approx. 6 cm thick zone consists of

,,= (ps.-p)gdtan<1> (1)

.
, ,

. .

(.

'
,

d

"

.

,

'

),

-
,

f
<1>= e -

k
(2)

wherek isthe bulkineangra.in size'ohhe sedimem, eand
f are empiriCal coefficients. An increase in the ratio of d/k
leads 1;0.a decrease of <1>'and thus to a reduction of the
critital threshold stress".

.

In their investigations of beach placers .in Oregon
,

(USA), KOMAl\&WANG (19.84) used thesefollowingequa-
tions(notations as before):

'

'I = 0,00515 (.p,-p)g
((,,',S

t.1n <I> (3)

(

d

)

-:'
<1>=61.5 T .

(4)

Equation (3) \vasoriginally develqped by Ivlll.LER et al.
(1977) and is valid for uniform grains with di,'tmmrs
smaller than 1111111.Equation (4) refb:ts the pivoting angle
of natural beach sedimems and goes back to MILLER &
BYRNE (1966). U & KO.:v!AR(1992), who have tested these
equations, . state tha.t minerals with a highei-densit)' and
finer grain size han: a higher critical thresholdsrress ihan
minerals with a lower density and coarser grain size.

The caqses for he~1YYmineral enrichmemon beaches
can be summarized in form, of tWO hypotheses:
, (1) The ,increasing influf'lce of eoli.an tramport pro-

cesses during low tide causes the' enrichment; i.e. the
'shoner the ti.me of water covering, the larger the heavy
mineral enrichment: .

(2) Events associated w.ith higher energy inputs on a
beach that also flood wide parts of the backshore due to'
an increased water level (e:g, during storm surges) lead to
intensive sorting ,and selection processes.' The lighter 'and
finer sediment particlesare.winnowed out"the heavier and
larger particles Mt being behind,

Results

a la.minated succession, of
. heavy .mil.J;erallayers (HM-l to

HM-III) and quartz sancklayers.The latter ones are not
preserved by. the paraffin in the profile because of their
lower permeability. ,A sedimentological analysis of these
was therefore 'not possible, This succession will in the.
following b~ called the redeposited zone: It has a mean
grain size. d 0.23-0,29 mm due to a higher. content of
medium sand. At 38.,-69%, the. heavy mineral content is
relatively high (Fig. 3):

By contrast, the lower zone. does nOt show any
characteristic sediment structUres. Ripple. marks are fain,tly

-
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Fig.S. Heavy minerai content of Cliffe.
re:ntgrain size fractions of. the heavy
mineral layer HM-I.- Nord~rney Island,
southern North Sea,

Fig. 6. Heavy mineral content bf diffe-
rent grain size fractions of the heavy
mineral layerHM-Il. ..,..: Norderriey
Island, southern North .sea.
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recognizable and single shell fragments may pccur. The
sediments belong to the bickshor'edepositional environ.
ment. This zone, will henceforth be called ~he backshore

,

=fone. The mean grain size of the~esediIl1e!lts varies around
q.2 rom and the heavy mmeral content is, very small
(1-2%) (Fig. 4).

.

Between the two section a 1 cm thick transi#onzone
can be recogl1,ized. It incorporates a single heavy. mineral
layer (HM~IV) with a heavy mineral content of approx"
35% which is signi£icantlyhigher thaI} that oftheback,
shore sediments. The mean grain, size is similar to the. grain
size of the underlying backshore sediments (Fig. 4).

To determine the relationship between grain size and
de1'lsity,of sediment particles the heavy mineralconten.t of
several sieve fractions was determined. The results are
presented for' .the three' heavy mineral layers, iJf the
redeposition zone and for the fourth layer .of the transition
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zone as well as for the . backshore zone (Figs. 5-9). In
general, the heavy mineral cOntent decreases from .the finer
to the coarser grain. size fractions. There are,. however,
distinct quantitative differences between the three. zones.

The indiyidual heavy mineral layers are more in-
homog~neo\1sv:ith respect to their composition than it ap-
pears at firs.tsight. 'The uppermost 'heavy mineral layer
(HM-I) ha,s <l. relatively high heavy mineral .content
(30":'60%) 'in the fine. sand fractions (<:0.25 mm) but a
very small proportion (less than 3%) in the mediuman,d
coarse s~nd fractions (Fig. 5):;Thevery fine grain size frac-
tions «0.125 I!lrn) are mainly composed of heavy
minerals (mor'e than 50%). These fractions, however"con-
tribute less than 3%tQ~he total sediment, as do ,the coarse
,sand fra.~ti()ns. These fractions are therefore not important
for the evaluatlon of heavy mineral enrichment processes.
The more ,lnteresting.partsof the' grain size spectrum are
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the medium, and fine sand fracbons, tht:) latter of which
cQntains 30% heavy minerals. The medium sands, on ihe
other hand, are ,almost devoid ,of heavy minerals.

In the second heavy mineral layer (HM-IIlthe heavy
mineral content is much smaller than might have been ex-
pected (Fig. 6). Higher proportions are bnly found in the
very fine sand fractions (<0.125 mm), which form less
than 5% of the total sediment. The re,latively high propor-
tion of me~ium sand containing almost no heavy minerals
as in the case of layer HMI,is quite remarkable. Further-
more, the 0.18":'0.25 mm size fraCtion contains less than
1% heavy minerals. By contrast, the heavy mineral content
of the overlying lay~r HM.l amounts to almost 40%: This
observation means that in this secoridlayer ,fewer heavy
minenls were enriched than coarser quartz grains.

.

The grain size distributlon,of .the third~eavy mineral
l~yer (HM-UI) (Fig. 7) is comparable to the first one (HM-
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I)." Slight differences can be irecognized in the heavy
mineral content> The 0.125-0..18 rom fraction.' has a par,
ticular1y, high heavy mineral content {gr.eater, than 56%).
By contrast, t)1e next coarser fraction (0.18-'-0.25 mm) on-
lycontains 10% heavy minerals, although tb,.e relatively
high proportionohhe! 1.2A fraction is quite remarkable,
being similar to the HM-I layer.

The transition zone with the heavy mineral layer (HM-
IV) shows some similarities to theund~r!'Ying backshore
sediments, e.g. relatively small amounts of heavy minerals,
especially in the sieve fractions 0..125-0.18 mm and
0.18-0~25 mm (Fig. 8), ,

'The sediments of thebackshore environment are, very
hSJmogeneous, comprising up to 80.% of fine sand that is
almost deyoid of heavy minerals (Fig. 9).

The critical threshold stress for', the, sediment particles.
ill the four heavy mineral layers and the backshoredeposits



Settling V I: I oc ity (cm S-I)

Grain Si~e Heavy M i n e r als Quartz
(phi)

1.2"\0.4 A 0.8A

3.5 2.39 2.30 2.13 1.23
3.0 3;27 3,18 3.03 1.72
2.5 4.38 4.21 4.04 2.65
2.0 6.75 5.11 5.71 3.58
1.5 9J)9 8.060 7.67 5.90 I

1.0 10.00 n.11 10.3Q 8.60

0.4 A 0.8A 1:2 A

2.59 2.07 1.70
2.74 2.19 1.80
2.93 2.34 1.92
3.13 2.50 2.06
3.38 2.70 2.22
3.65 2.91 2.40
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Ta b I e 1, Heavy mineral associations in the sediments of Nor-
derney, southern North Sea,determined by Nay difiraction
method (after }X'ESTHOFF1990) and their mean densities. 0

Tab l'e 3. Threshold stress according to grain size and<density
of' heavy mineral associations and. quartz.

._. Norderney Island,
s()uth"t~ Nort!, Sea.

.

0.4 A Fraction 0.8 A Fraction 1.2 A Fraction. Critical Threshold Sttess (dynes cm-2)

I Quartz
Garnet
(Almandine,

Spessartine)
Ilmenite
Hastingsite

Hastingsite Tourmaline

Epidote
Saussuritj::
Staurolite

(Dravit)
Staurolite
Epidote
Muscovite
titanite

Mean Density
4.0 g cm-3

Mean Density
3.5g Cm-3

. Mean Density
3.0 gcm-3

Quartz with neavy mineral enclosureS

l' ab Ie 2. Setding velocity according to grain~ize and density
of heavy mineralassqciationsandguartz grains for a water
temperature of-21°e. ..,..Norderneylsland, southern North Sea.

Grain Size
(phi)

Heavy Minerals AssQciations

3.5
3.0.
2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0

was calc1.1h1.ted<iccording to the equations (3) and (4)
(Tab. 3). On the basis ofthese equ~tions, the smaller but
heavier sediment grains have a higherthreshqldstress than
the lighter a~d coarser particles in each size fraction qfthe
Norderney beach'sedimen.ts. Every Ampere-fracti?n. dear-
ly contains minerals of a different density range (Tab. 1).

Corresponding to their different mean densities,' the
settling velocities of the individual heavy mineral suites
and the .quartzas a function of grain size are shown in. Fig.
10.. 1hesettling velocities of all mineral suites rise with
increasing grain size and decreasing susceptibility. (i.e. in-
creasing' Amperage). Moreover, it can be seen. that heavy
minerals with a higher density (0,4 A fraction) have
'notably higher settling velocities tl~an lighter heavy
minerals (0.8 Aand 1.2 Afractions) ;lndquartz of thesame
grain size.

'..
'.

. . .
.

These results differ in some.. respects .from those
reported in the litenture. .Ac~ording t? ,VEENSTRA&
WINK.ELMOLEN(197.8), he;lVYminerals ofthe 0.4 A fraction
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.

are equivalent tolh-phi coa:rserquartz grains (1.5 tim~s
grain diameter); minerals of the 0.8 A fracti!:)!).correspond
to l/4-phi coarser quartz grains (1.25 tiines diameter) and
the minerals of the 1.2 Afraction60rresporid to quartz
grains of the same 4iameter. Byeohtrast, the settling
results ofthe material from Norderney show that all h~avy
min~ral fraCtions have higher .settling velocities than the
quartz grains in the sarri,esizefraetions(Tab. 2; Fig. tC).

The calculation demonst:rates that the critical threshold
stress increases with grain size and density, whereby the 111-

, crease, of densityinf1venpes the critical threshold streSs to

a muchlargerdegree than'does the grain size (Tab. 3; Fig.
11). The critical threshold stress ofthe .0.4 A~heavy mineral
fraction is 1.8 times larger than the critical threshold stress
of quartz grains with an identical grain size; .the threshold
suess of the .0.8 A-fraction is 1.5 tid1es and that of the
L2A~fracrion is 1.2 times larger. The good.correlation
between mean threshoJd stress and i mean settling velocity

of different sediment particles is demonstrated in Fig. 12
(d. Tab, 6), The settling velocity of particles inc:re"ses
proportionally with grain size, but there is no correlation
between settling velocity and threshold stress independent-
ly bf the density of the sedimentpartide. Thus, quartz
grains and heavy mineral grains of the same settling veloci-
ty invariably have different threshold stresses, The critical
threshold stress of a heavy mineral or quartz grain. can be
calculated by a given settling' vel6cityusing one of the
equations given in Tab. 6. These equations, wer~ determin-
ed by non-linear fitting after the

,
Levenberg-Marqu~rdt

method, They show a logarithmic gradien.tup to a,settJing
velocity of about 3 em/ s. followed by a linear gradient.
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Discussion and Conclusions

The results would suggest that the enrichment of heavy
minerals is maiply due to the, high critical threshold
stresses. Generally speaking, the 'heavy mineral content in-
creases with decreasing grain size.The relative proportions
of individual Ampere~fractions shift in favour of the frac-
tions with heaVy minerals of lower density, The 1.2 A-frac-
tion is largely concentrated in the 0.18-0.25 mm size frac-
tion in, almost all heavy minerals layers. The density 6£
heavy minerals in the size fractions decreases with de-
creasing grain, size. The very fine sand fractions, which
contain high percentages of heavy minerals, do not them-
selves form a high percentage of the grain size distribu,tion.
The same applies to, coarser quartz grains that have a higher
critical threshold stress.

The genesis of the heavy mineral Iayers, as they are
revealed in the box core, may be summarized as follows:
(1) The upper beach sections are flooded by highyI: tides
connected with stl'Ongej' energy inputs/Aquatic sorting
and redeposition processes develop laminated sediment
layers. (2) Heavy minerals and quartz grains enrich, in
1-.2 mm thick layers according to their critical threshold
stresses, heavy minerals mainly concentrating ,in the fine-
grained size fractions, and quartz grains in the medium'
grained size fractions. (3)Because Qfthe given grain siie

Tab 1e, 4. ,Correlatioll between settling velocity and grain size of
magnetic heavy mineral associations and quartz as expressed by
lineal" curve fitting of the form y = a +bx (d. Fig, 10),-
Norderney Island, southern North Sea.

Sediment (:omponent

0.4 A heavy mineral fraction

0.8 A heavy min~ral fraction'

1.2 A heavy mineral fr~ction

Quartz

Equation

Y =0.550 + IS.5OOx

y = 0.445 + 17.962x

Y = {j.5~1+ l6.66lx
y = -0.557 + l5.2l7x

Tab'le 5. Correlation between critical threshold stress and grain
size of magnetic miner:ll associations as expresseq'by power curve
fittingofthe typey =a + bxc(d. Fig. 11).- NorderneyIsland,
southern Nqrth Sea. '

Sedhnent Component

0.4 A heavy mineral fraction

0.8 A heavy mineral fiiaction

1.2 A heavy mineral fraction

Quartz

E qu a ti 0 n

y =2.009+ 2.9951'°.442

y = 1.541 + 2.605x°.405

y = 1.203 + 2.097xo.393
,

Y = 1.014 + 1.714x(),408

spectrum on the beach, sorting and selection proCesses pro-
duce proportional changes'in individual grain size frac-
tions, i.e. finer panicles (fine, sands) are winnowed out,
whereas heavier minerals are left behind. Coarser particles
too (medium sand) .are enriched. A concommitant con-
centration of coarse sand and heavy minerals of medium
grain sizeis not observed because the latter are largely mis-
sing in the grain size spectrum of the local beach sand.

The results of this study have shown that the grain size
and the heavy mineral content,onthe upper beach in-
creases with a stronger hydrodynamic energy input on the
beach. ,The selection and sorting pl'ocesses, which lead to
an enrichment of coarser and heavier sediment particles,
can be d~scribed by two parameters: (1) settling'velocity,
and (2) critical threshold stress.

The settling velocity reflects the depositional behaviour
of sediment particles as'a function of grain size, density and
shape and is therefQrea>depositional parameter.

The critical threshold stress, on the other hand, repre-
sen ts the fM:e required to transpose a sediment particle of
a given settling velocity from a state of rest into motion.
This parameter depends mainly on density and to a lesser
extent on panicle 'size. The threshold stress may thus be
interpreted' as an erosional parameter,

The goodcorrelaticms between settling velocity and
grain size, critical threshold stress and, grain size, as well
as settling v.elocityand critical ,threshold sters.s of mineral
.associations with different mean densities (Figs. 10-12)
allow the calculation of each parameter from the other by
means of the 'equatiol1s given in Tabs." 4-6. These equa-

'tions give a first .approximation only because the settling
velocities and the critical threshold stresses have not, been
determined for specific grain sizes bUt rather for discrete
grain size intervals.

The, differences to the results of VEENSTRA& WINKEL-
MOLEN(l978) may be due to different water temperatures
during their measurements of settling velocities.

Heavy1l1inerals, are dominantly enriched due to their
higher threshold stresses. Erosional processes can thus lead
to a selective enrichment of heavy minerals as a function
of..relativeenergy levels. Depositional processes" on the
other hand, result in the deposition of sediment particles

Ta b I e6. Correlation of settling ~elocityandcritical threshold
stress of magnetic heavy mineral associations and quartz (non-
linear fitting after the Levenberg-Marquatdt method). ..:. Norder-
ney Island, southern North $ea. . '

Sediment Component

0.4 A heavy mineral.
fraction

Equation

y= 0.149364x + ~.80949 (l-e-J:63911X)

0.8' A heavy mineral
fraction

1.2 A heavy mineral
fraction

: y =;' 0.102724x + 2.52748 (l-e-LI1334X)

y = 0.0931809x+ 1.9646 (l-e'!.37797x)

Quartz y = Q.0764312x + 1.75521 (l-e,L90565x)

---'"
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I . I

with similar settling velocities and therefore produce mix- ",-~anci5!-n be observed (Fig. 1)}, i.e £iner, as}1T<:J1ascoarser"
tures of quartz and heavy minerals. Depositional processes -e.articles are removed from the filled beach section. Of
alone are thus unable to produce heavy mineral pl~cerc~rse:-rne fin,er particles are invari~5IY, winnowed out
deposits!

""

quicker than the coarser grains, but the temporal dif-
Heavy mineral concentrations and, to a lesser eXtent ferences are very small because of the minimalvari~tions

also grain size coarsening, c()mmonly observed in the wake in critical threshold stresses. This is paniculf-I'lyevidellt
of storm surges on eroding beaches, can ,therefore be inter- after stqrm surges which, lead to strong sand losses, ,Ihe.'
preted as ,indic~tors of erosional processes. Heavy mineral hydrodynamic energy input is so great tha.!"both finer and
concentrations arethus typicallag deposits. " coarser sediment particles ar~ e!fui~i:raQspo'te~ ia. a.;,

Moreover, temporal changes in sediment distribution --Seaward dlrectlO!1o._' "','",',,' "patterns on beaches' simply reflect spatial reqistributions c-"
'.£.r!dicial~~sh.iitls" ij.r~ ~mC!!.l!J'ft~9d~p.Ia$,,",'~se.,'bpR -,

within the given grain, size spe'ctrum. In any particular , arenotine uiIibrium with ihe external boundar, co
situation sediment coarseni~g is only possible up to the "tio

,,'
,

"coarsest grain size within the available, grain size spectrum.
.
those sediment particles that have hi

,

"The saP1e a}'plies to the finest grain size and other sediment ~stresses tan teu
','

.
.1, i.~ th~ heaVyminerals.

particles. This is the main reason wby qu~rtz grains tbat AnuP1 erof studies bavedemQnstrated .the alosea~socia-
have equivalent c:ritical threshold stresses as the heavy !ion .between shoreline erosion and placer formation. (e.g.
minerals, are not enriched in the beach sediments of RAO 1957; KOMAR,& WANG 1983; KOMA.R,1989; FR.IHY& '
Norderney. Such q\lartz,graiI1swould have to. be larger KOMAR 1991). ,The beach counteracts erosion with this
than, 1,mm,grain sizes that are not present in the size spec- passive enrichment process of heavy mineral gra~ns with-
trum of .local beach sands.. . out' the ability to 'stop . it becau~e there is usually' not

These. results have an importantt~hnicalimplicatioI1enough material available. ThiseHect is particularly promi-
_[Q.L,Atrifii"iaCEr~ili!P~p.j_:~2,w..ijf~§,L.Ji the~_nent onartific~aUy nOllrished..'beaches (EITNER ,1993),

,Jit~J~t}lJ:£~.!h.:,,":?E~2:i£,~~Js_~~lIL~j.~~.~2!~~£LJ.h~.L.g,Wn.,,si.ze- Heav mineral. sands thus a ear t£,-bew~~i.ill:

J2~XL.~h.:...£tY~£Ei,9.fP.K.l~1~".J!L..tl?:~..J.2!:1:g~y.i);~~Q.e.a.e1.¥.fill exten ~1n
.
t e on eYlt 0 eac., i s EITNER 1995). Heavy

';",1:Il~t!Cdat.(KR.UMJ!E1N& JAMES 1965; JAMES 1974, 1975; minerals have the required hig er cntlca t res old. stresses
.' DEAN 1974; SWART1991). It is claimed that losses o£the without changing structural beach properties' as would be

refi:fkd.-ma.terjaLcanQ,.Qt._eX(:e.e.cLthe..J:l-l1WtiIY--QLth~JiI1er- tbe case; for 'example, when using gravel. Unfortunately,
grained sands that' are winnowed out. This purely natural heavy mineral sands are not available in suffi.cient
the<We'ticar-consldeiation"'Eas-riever-1)ee'ii J:ciiiji~~JQjbe volumes. to form a viable alternative for' Gurrently 'u~ed

-case-'of--Norderrr.~Y',:a.;':~qh.tliUlOUS:::f.emO'ya:F'Ohh~.total fill beach fill material.
".",,---''''''"
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